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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we review an implementation of the Ridgelet transform: The Discrete Analytical Ridgelet Trans-
form (DART). This transform uses the Fourier strategy for the computation of the associated 2-D and 3-D
discrete Radon transforms. The innovative step is the definition of a discrete 3-D transform and the construc-
tion of discrete analytical lines in the Fourier domain. These discrete analytical lines have a parameter called
arithmetical thickness, allowing us to define a DART adapted to a specific application. Indeed, the DART
representation is not orthogonal, It is associated with a flexible redundancy factor.

The DART has a very simple forward/inverse algorithm that provides an exact reconstruction without any
iterative method. We had proved in different publications that the 2D and 3D DART are performant for the level
of greys images restorations. Therefore we have interesting to 2D/3D color image restoration. We have compared
the restoration results in function of different color space definition and importance of the white Gaussian noise.
We criticize our results with two different measures : the Signal Noise Ratio calculation and perceptual measures
to evaluate the perceptual colour difference between original and denoised images. These experimental results
show that the simple thresholding of the DART coefficients is competitive than the classical denoising techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A team of Stanford has recently developed an alternative system of multiresolution analysis, called Ridgelet,
specifically designed to efficiently represent edges in images.1 The Ridgelet transform can be computed by
performing a wavelet analysis in the Radon domain. However, most of the work done with Ridgelets has been
theorical in nature. To our knowledge, we can find in the literature only two main implementations for the discrete
Ridgelet decomposition.2, 3 This paper reviews a new approach that aims at representing linear singularities
with a discrete Ridgelet transform based on discrete analytical lines: the Discrete Analytical Ridgelet Transform
(DART). The idea behind the associated discrete Radon transform is to define each Radon projection by a
discrete analytical line in the Fourier domain. There are several advantages at using discrete analytical lines:
they offer a theoretical framework for the definition of the discrete Radon projections. This solution allows us
to have different Ridgelet decompositions according to the arithmetical thickness of the discrete lines (control of

the redundancy factor, i.e. number of transform coefficients
number of image pixels

, of the transform). The DART has a very simple

and rapid forward/inverse algorithm. This simple straightforward approach ensures an exact reconstruction
without interpolation nor iterative process. Moreover, the objects defined in discrete analytical geometry (3D
lines, planes, hyperplanes, ...) allows simple extensions to 3D and even higher dimensions. In order to compare
the performances of the DART, we have compared the restoration results in function of different importance of
the white Gaussian noise.
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2. THE 2-D RIDGELET TRANSFORM

2.1. Continuous theory of Ridgelet transform

A substantial foundation for Ridgelet analysis is documented in the Ph.D. thesis of Candès.1 The continuous
Ridgelet transform of s ∈ L2

(
R2

)
is defined as the scalar product of s with a function ψa,b,θ the Ridgelet 2-D

function defined from a wavelet 1-D function ψ as:

ψa,b,θ(x) = a−1/2ψ

(
x1 cos θ + x2 sin θ − b

a

)

with x = (x1, x2) ∈ R2, b ∈ R is the translation parameter, a ∈ R is the dilatation parameter and θ ∈ [0, 2π[
is the direction parameter.

The function ψa,b,θ is oriented at the angle θ and is constant along lines x1 cos θ + x2 sin θ = cst. Transverse
to these ridges it is a wavelet function. A basic tool for calculating Ridgelet coefficients is to view Ridgelet
analysis as a wavelet analysis in the Radon domain. The Radon transform Rs can be obtained by applying the
1-D inverse Fourier transform to the 2-D Fourier transform restricted to radial lines going through the origin.
This is the projection-slice formula that is used in image reconstruction from projection methods. The Ridgelet
coefficients rs of s are given by the 1-D wavelet transform to the projections of the Radon transform where the
direction θ is constant and t is varying:

rs(θ, a, b) =

∫

R

ψa,b(t)Rs(θ, t)dt

2.2. Strategies for Discrete Ridgelet Transform

As we have seen, a basic strategy for calculating the continuous Ridgelet transform is first to compute the Radon
transform Rs and secondly, to apply a 1-D wavelet transform to the slices Rs(θ, .). The implementation of the
discrete Ridgelet transform can use the same principle.

The discrete wavelet decomposition, associated to a filter bank,4 is easy to implement, is stable and invertible,
and can be associated to a discrete orthogonal representation. The discretization of the Radon transform is more
difficult to achieve. The majority of methods proposed in the literature have been devised for computerized
tomography or to approximate the continuous formula.5–13 None of them, however, were specifically designed
to be invertible transforms for discrete images and can therefore not be used for the discrete Ridgelet transform.
The discrete Radon transform can be computed with a spatial strategy ( summations of image pixels over a
certain set of lines) or with a Fourier strategy:

1. Compute the 2-D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of s

2. Extract Fourier coefficients along the lines Lθ going through the origin.

3. Compute the 1-D inverse DFT on each line Lθ (defined for each value of the angular parameter θ).

This approach can be problematic since step 2 is not naturally defined on discrete data. Recently, some
articles studied the implementation of the discrete Ridgelet transform. Do and Vetterli proposed in2 an imple-
mentation method of Ridgelet transform based on the use of the finite Radon transform. This method achieves
both invertibility (the inverse transform is stable) and non-redundancy (the associated Ridgelet transform is or-
thogonal). This Radon transform integrates over lines, which are defined algebraically rather than geometrically,
that can be rather arbitrarily spread out over the spatial domain. This approach is not based on a geometrically
faithful notion of Ridgelets and suffers from artifacts (for example in denoising application: figure 3).

The team of Stanford proposed to use a scheme that substitutes the sampled values of the Fourier transform
obtained on the square lattice with sampled values of ŝ on a polar lattice: the Fast Slant Stack described in.14

They use a pseudopolar Fourier domain. The discrete pseudopolar Fourier transform of a digital image is defined
by sampling the 2-D Fourier transform at the collection of pseudopolar grid points.14, 15 For this, Donoho et



al. proposed in14 a fast pseudopolar Fourier transform based on a chirp-Z transform. The associated Radon
transform (called Slant) is algebrically exact and geometrically faithful. However, the inverse transform requires
an iterative approximation algorithm. The paper16 follows this strategy based on the pseudopolar grid. However,
it uses a simple nearest-neighbor interpolation scheme to evaluate pseudopolar grid points in terms of nearby
cartesian grid points.

In this paper, we propose to review the construction of a fast and simple reversible digital Ridgelet transform.
For this, we use the Fourier strategy for the digital Radon transform. Our lines Lθ are defined with help of the
discrete analytical geometry theory in the Fourier domain.17, 18 This solution allows us to have different Ridgelet
decompositions according to the arithmetical thickness of the discrete lines. Our Radon backprojection is simple
and permits an exact reconstruction. The objects defined in discrete analytical geometry (3D lines, planes,
hyperplanes, ...) allow extensions to 3D19 and even higher dimensions.

3. 2-D DISCRETE ANALYTICAL RIDGELET TRANSFORM: DART

The idea behind our associated discrete Radon transform is to represent each direction by a discrete analytical
straight line. For this we need a discrete straight line that has a central symmetry and that forms a “good”
approximation of the corresponding Euclidean straight line (i.e. direction). This excludes the classical Bresenham
discrete 2-D line.20 Instead we chose discrete analytical 2D lines. It defines not a unique line but a family of
lines with a thickness parameter, called arithmetical thickness. The arithmetical thickness provides a control
over the transform redundancy factor and properties such as the connectivity of the straight line. The discrete
line is analytically defined meaning that the discrete line is defined by equations that allow a precise study of
the properties and immediate extensions to higher dimensions.

3.1. Definition and properties of the closed discrete analytical lines

The discrete analytical lines we use for our transform are defined as follows17:

Lω
[p,q] =

{
(x1, x2) ∈ Z2

∣∣∣|qx1 − px2| ≤
ω

2

}

with [p, q] ∈ Z2 the direction of the Radon projection (we have θ = arctan
(

q
p

)
) and ω, a function of (p, q),

the arithmetical thickness. This definition is a variant to the discrete analytical lines introduced by J-P. Reveillès
in 1991.18 It is easy to see that these discrete analytical lines Lω

[p,q] have a central symmetry regardless of the
value of ω. Moreover, the discrete analytical line definition can easily be extended to higher dimensions with the
following formula: |

∑n
i=1 qixi| ≤

ω
2 .19, 21

The arithmetical thickness ω is an important parameter that controls, among other things, the connectivity
of the discrete line Lω

[p,q]: For ω < max (|p| , |q|), the line is not connected ; for ω ≥ max (|p| , |q|), the line is

8-connected21 and for ω ≥ |p| + |q|, the line is 4-connected.21 These results are direct consequences of a well
known result in discrete analytical geometry and more recent studies on discrete distances.17, 18 We have studied
the Ridgelet transform with the naive lines (ω = max (|p| , |q|), where Lω

[p,q] is 8-connected), the pythagorean lines

(ω =
√

p2 + q2, where Lω
[p,q] is 8-connected) and the supercover lines (ω = |p|+ |q|, where Lω

[p,q] is 4-connected).

3.2. Definition of the discrete analytical Radon transform

We use the Fourier domain for the computation of our discrete Radon transform: Fourier coefficients of ŝ are
extracted along the discrete analytical line Lω

[p,q] (the extracted points of the line are ordered in a natural way):

Pω
[p,q] =

⋃

k∈Z+

ŝ(fk
1 , fk

2 ) with
∣∣qfk

1 − pfk
2

∣∣ ≤ ω

2

and we take the 1-D inverse discrete Fourier transform of Pω
[p,q]s on each value of the direction [p, q]. This

straightfoward transform requires the computation of the inverse Fourier transform for non-equispaced grid points
(the sampling of the Fourier coefficients depends of the type of discrete analytical line). The direct evaluation



of this inverse Fourier transform takes O(N2) arithmetical operations, too much for pratical purposes. Several
methods were introduced in the litterature for the fast computation of an approximation Fourier transform for
nonequispaced data or for the computation of the polar Fourier transform5, 7, 8, 11, 22 but none of them were
specifically designed to be invertible. In,14, 15, 23 an iterative approach is proposed to find an inverse and the
authors showed that the error reconstruction tends to machine precisions. We want to define a discrete Ridgelet
transform (consequently a Radon transform) which is fast, simple and associated to an exact reconstruction.
By using discrete analytical lines, by definition for a given arithmetical thickness, we consider the best discrete
approximation of the Euclidean line for each line direction and we use a classical discrete inverse Fourier Transform
defined for equispaced data (as in16).

At last, the set of discrete directions [p, q] for a complete representation has to be determined. The set of
line segments must cover all the square lattice in the Fourier domain. For this, we define the directions [p, q]
according to pairs of symmetric points from the boundary of the 2-D discrete Fourier spectra. Notice that this
set of angles is not equispaced. This strategy also the one followed by Standford.14, 16

Proposition 3.1. Let a square lattice be defined as Ω2
N = [−N ;N ] × [−N ;N ]. Let us consider the set of

directions (pm, qm) with 0 ≤ m ≤ 2N , (pm, qm) = (N,m − N) and for 2N + 1 ≤ m ≤ 4N − 1, (pm, qm) =
(3N − m,N). The set of all discrete analytical lines defined by |qmf1 − pmf2| ≤

ωm

2 with ωm ≥ sup (|pm| , |qm|)
provides a complete cover of the lattice Ω2

N .

The proof of this proposition is obvious since we are dealing here with discrete lines that are at least 8-
connected as stated in the previous section. As soon as we take ω = sup (|pm| , |qm|)−1 the lattice is not covered

anymore (because of L
sup(|pm|,|qm|)−1=0
[0,1] and L0

[1,0]). Other strategies that provide a complete cover and a lower

redundancy are under investigation. This is still an open and somewhat difficult question. In our applications
we chose to work only with connected discrete lines.

The shape of the discrete lines and the cover of the Fourier domain depend on its arithmetical thickness:

• The closed naive lines provide a relatively small Radon redundancy factor of ≈ 2.05. These lines are better
suited for applications such as partial reconstruction where a relatively small redundancy is an asset.

• The supercover lines provide a more important Radon redundancy factor of ≈ 3.05. These lines are well
suited for applications such as denoising.

• The pythagorean lines provide an intermediate Radon redundancy factor of ≈ 2.35.

The indicated redundancy factor, computed by experimentations, is a mean average for each type of lines as
this factor depends of the dimension of the image.

3.3. Inversion of the discrete analytical Radon transform

We now briefly discuss the strategy for inverting our discrete Radon Transform:

1. Compute the 1-D DFT transform for each set Rωs([p, q] , .) to obtain Pω
[p,q]

2. For all the directions [p, q], substitue the sampled value of ŝ on the lattice where the points fall on lines
Lω

[p,q] with the sampled value of ŝ on the square lattice:

ŝ[p,q](fk
1 , fk

2 ) = Pω
[p,q](k) such that

∣∣qfk
1 − pfk

2

∣∣ ≤ ω

2

for 0 < k <length of Lω
[p,q].

Due to the redundancy, some Fourier coefficients belong to more than one discrete line. In this case, the
Fourier value is defined by the mean average∗.

3. Apply the 2-D IDFT transform.

The previous procedure allows us to obtain an exact reconstruction.
∗The number of times a pixel (f1, f2) belongs to a discrete line depents of the frequency (it is more important at low

frequencies) and depends of the type of discrete lines.



3.4. Definition of the DART

Now, to obtain the Ridgelet transform, we take a 1-D wavelet transform along the radial variable in Radon
space. The choice of discrete one-dimensional wavelet transform is discussed by Starck et al. in.16 They
indicate that experience has shown that compactly-supported wavelets can lead to many visual artifacts when
used with nonlinear processing. The choice of the type of 1-D wavelet transform depends of the goal of the
transform. In this study, we use time filters (D20 filters) that have very large supports. If the same experiments
are done with too small filters, the denoised image will contain some disturbing artifacts.

In order to illustrate the function associated with our DART, we apply the DART inversion of a point. The
figure 1a illustrates the influence of the wrap-around artifacts. From the figures 1b and 1c, we see that our DART
is associated to the correct Ridge function: the function ψa,b,θ is oriented at the angle θ, is constant along lines
and it is a wavelet function transverse to these ridges.

Figure 1. The DART backtransform of a point : (a) using the closed naive lines without zeropadding strategy (b) using
the closed naive lines and zeropadding strategy (c) the 3-D surface of the DART function

4. DENOISING WITH THE 2D-DART

The denoising procedure by Ridgelet transform simply consists in thresholding the Ridgelet coefficients and com-
puting the inverse Ridgelet transform. The thresholding is performed with the help of an undecimated method
(UDWT) developed for the Daubechies D20 wavelet scale 4 decomposition. Let rf be the noisy undecimated
Ridgelet coefficients, we use the following hard-thresholding:

rf (a, b, θ) =

{
rf (a, b, θ) if |rf (a, b, θ)| ≥ ασ

0 otherwise
(1)

α can be defined as α =
√

2 log(N), and the variance σ is estimated using the absolute median of the wavelet
decomposition’s first scale of each radial projection.24

The redundancy of the wavelet decomposition, associated with this method, reduces artifacts that appear
after thresholding.

We can generalize to color images the discrete wavelet decomposition. For this, we apply convolutions on the
three components of the color image. With the same strategy, we can compute the Radon transform on the three
components. But we must select an adapted color space. For the denoising application, we choose the Y CrCb

space, to treat separately the color and intensity components.

In order to study precisely the result of the denoising algorithm with different types of discrete analytical
lines we have generated an artificial noisy image by adding important white noise. This example illustrates the
results for different definition of the lines LD

p,q. We see in the figure 2 that the features are generally correctly
reconstructed and the noise is smoothed. But if we study more precisely the result on the woman’s hat, we see



that the denoising is better for D = |p|+|q|+1
2 than for D = max(|p|,|q|)

2 . The first choice of D introduces more
redundancy into the decomposition and thus reduces artifacts. As in the wavelet decomposition, overcompletness
provides advantages for denoising.

Figure 2. (a) noisy image woman (b) denoised by ridglet decomposition with D = max(|p|,|q|)
2

(c) denoised by ridglet

decomposition with D = |p|+|q|+1
2

In order to obtain the image denoising results presented in this paper, we propose to use the discrete Radon
transform defined with naive lines. This choice indeed corresponds to the faster algorithm of our proposed
methods. Moreover, it corresponds to the less redundant reconstructible decomposition and will associated to
inferior performance since the overcompletness provides advantages for denoising.

We briefly compare the DART with the other Ridgelet transform implementations we know about. Fig-
ure 3 considers the Mandrill image, and compares the denoising of this image by thresholding the different
Ridgelet transforms and undecimated wavelet transform. We use the SNR and the visual analysis to measure
the performance. We observe that :

• The Ridgelet based on the Fast Slant Stack transform† (Beamlab code) and the DART reconstruction does
not contain the many blemishes that one sees in the wavelet reconstructions. The SNR measures of these
two transforms are better. But we have parasitic lines present in the Ridgelet reconstruction due to the
selection of an important contour in an area of the image.

• The Do’s Ridgelet transform corresponds to a critical sampling. The reconstruction associated with a
nonlinear processing contains thus many visual artifacts.

• The Stanford reconstruction and DART reconstruction are very similar (with this denoising strategy).
Notice that the number of parasitic lines is inferior in the DART reconstruction.

The DART can be easily extended to a local transform by a smooth partitioning: the image is smoothly
windowed into squares; Analyse each square by the DART. As in the Ridgelet transform, the denoising by Local
transform consists simply in thresholding the Local Ridgelet coefficients and computing the inverse transform.
The local Ridgelet Transform is used to introduce redundancy in 2-D image restorations and to process locally
2-D image contours. For this decomposition, the analysis is better localized in the spatial domain. This property
eliminates the parasitic lines present in the Ridgelet reconstruction due to the selection of an important contour
in an area of the image.25

To illustrate the local DART transform based on discrete analytical lines, we apply the local Dart on the
Mandrill example. We observe that the Local DART enjoy superior performance over the DART transform. For
this decomposition the analysis is better localized in the spatial domain. This property eliminates the parasitic
lines present in the DART reconstruction and due to the selection of an important contour in an area of the
image. As for the Ridgelet transform, we can use other definitions of discrete analytical lines for Local DART.

†In this case, we use undecimated D20 wavelets and the local variance is estimated using the absolute median of the
wavelet decomposition’s first scale of each radial projection.



Figure 3. (a) Original image (b) Noisy image (c) denoising with the undecimated wavelet transform (d) denoising with
the Do and Vetterli orthogonal Ridgelet (e) denoising with the Ridgelet based on the Fast Slant Stack transform and
undecimated D20 wavelets (f) denoising with the DART based on Naive lines and undecimated D20 (g) denoising with
the local-DART based on Naive lines and undecimated D20 wavelets

We have developed an another example of denoising algorithm (Figure 4). Notice that the Do’s Ridgelet
transform is not illustrated because the image matrix must be of size P by P, P a prime number. These
experiments confirm that the Stanford reconstruction and DART reconstruction are very similar. However, as
we have said, the backprojection DART algorithm is simpler and the DART representation is more flexible (with
the variable line thickness).

5. THE 3-D RIDGELET TRANSFORM

Now, we present the extension of the 2-D discrete strategy to the 3-D space to define a reversible 3-D discrete
Ridgelet transform. Preliminar results of this study are presented in.26, 27

5.1. The 3-D continuous Ridgelet Transform

The Ridgelet transform of f ∈ L2
(
R3

)
‡ can be extended to 3-D case by:

r (a, b, θ, γ) =

∫

R3

ψa,b,θ,γ (x) f (x) dx with x = (x1, x2, x3) (2)

The Ridgelet 3-D function ψa,b,θ,γ is defined from a wavelet 1-D function ψ, b ∈ R is the translation parameter,
a ∈ R∗+ is the dilatation parameter and θ ∈ [0, 2π[, γ ∈ [0, π[ are the direction parameters:

ψa,b,θ,γ (x1, x2, x3) = ψ

(
x1 cos θ cos γ + x2 sin θ cos γ + x3 sin γ − b

a

)
(3)

‡f ∈ L2
(
R3

)
if

∫
R3 ‖f (x1, x2, x3)‖

2
dx1dx2dx3 < ∞



Figure 4. (a) Original image (b) Noisy image (c) denoising with the undecimated wavelet transform (d) denoising with
the Ridgelet based on the Fast Slant Stack transform and undecimated D20 wavelets (e) denoising with the DART based
on Naive lines and undecimated D20 (f) denoising with the local-DART based on Naive lines and undecimated D20
wavelets

The function ψa,b,θ,γ is oriented at the angles θ and γ and is constant along lines:

x1 cos θ cos γ + x2 cos θ sin γ + x3 sin θ = cst. (4)

As for the 2-D case, a basic tool to calculate Ridgelet coefficients is to view the Ridgelet analysis as a wavelet
analysis in the Radon domain. The Ridgelet coefficients rf of f are given by the 1-D wavelet transforms on
projections of the Radon transform Rf where the directions θ, γ are constant and t is varying.

The 3-D continuous Radon transform can be defined using 1-D projections of a 3-D object f where these
projections are obtained by integrating f on a plane.28 The 3-D continuous Radon transform of an object is
related to its 3-D Fourier transform via the central slice theorem:

Rf (t, θ, γ) =

∫

R

f̂ (ξ cos θ cos γ, ξ cos θ sin γ, ξ sin θ) ejξtdξ (5)

with f̂ the 3-D Fourier transform of f .



6. THE 3-D DISCRETE ANALYTICAL RADON TRANSFORM

6.1. Principles of the 3-D discrete Radon transform

As we have seen, a basic strategy to calculate the ridgelet transform is first to compute the Radon transform Rf

and secondly, to apply a 1-D wavelet transform to the slices Rf (., θ, γ). The discrete procedure uses the same
principle.

The discretization of the 3-D Radon transform is the extension of the 2-D discrete Radon transform method:
we compute the 3-D Discrete Fourier Transform of f , we extract Fourier coefficients that belong to straight lines
Lθ,γ going through the origin, and we compute the 1-D Discrete Fourier Transform on each line Lθ,γ (defined
for each value of the two angular parameters).

The idea is to represent each direction with an analytical 3-D discrete straight line in the Fourier domain.

As for the 2-D case, since none of the ”classical” notions of discrete 3-D lines fits all of these conditions, we
propose our own families of discrete 3-D lines with help of the discrete analytical geometry.

In this paper we review one method to define 3-D discrete lines covering all 3-D cubic lattice: Cover the 3-D
cubic lattice by the extrusion 2-D discrete lines. A another method is proposed in.27

6.2. Extrusion of discrete 2-D analytical lines

The idea is to use properties of covering results that we have in 2-D to define discrete 3-D lines preserving these
properties: cover the 3-D cubic lattice with a specific set of 3-D planes and each discrete plane is then being
covered with a set of 2-D line segments.

(a) (b)

x

y

z

0

0

(r, s)

Figure 5. (a) Choice of the discrete discrete lines L
ωP

[r,s]
(b) cover of the 3-D Fourier domain with euclidian planes

To compute a discrete plane PωP

[r,s] for our application,29 we need to define the analytical 2-D discrete line

LωP

[r,s] =
{
(x, y) ∈ Z2

∣∣|rx + sy| ≤ ωP

2

}
and the discrete plane is obtained by the extrusion of the analytical 2-D

discrete line along the z-axis (the central plane axis is chosen arbitrarily).

Then, the 3-D cubic lattice is covered with discrete analytical 3-D planes defined by the following equation
(figure 5):

PωP

[r,s] =
{

(x, y, z) ∈ Z3
∣∣∣|sx − ry + 0 · z| ≤

ωP

2

}
(6)

where (r, s) ∈ Z2 are the γ direction of the plane and ωP , function of r and s, is the arithmetical thickness. These
planes have a central symmetry and are the analytical discretization of the Euclidean planes Pγ : sx−ry+0·z = 0
for a given arithmetical thickness wP .



We extract Fourier coefficients from PωP

[s,r] and we cover this 2-D domain ΦU,V with discrete 2-D analytical

lines LωL

[p,q] =
{
(u, v) ∈ Z2

∣∣|pu + qv| ≤ ωL

2

}
with (p, q) are the θ direction (this discrete 3-D line can be viewed

as intersection of two orthogonal discrete planes).

At last, the set of discrete directions [p, q] (associated with the lines) and [r, s] (associated with the planes)
for a complete representation has to be determined. The set of 3-D line segments must cover all the cubic lattice
in the Fourier domain. It has been shown that 2-D lines |px + qy| ≤ ωL

2 chosen according to pairs of symmetric
points from the boundary of the 2-D discrete Fourier spectra (as in figure 5a) cover the 2-D Fourier domain when
the arithmetical thickness verifies ωL ≥ max (|p| , |q|).

In order to cover all the cubic lattice in the Fourier domain, we thus define the directions according to pairs
of symmetric points from the boundary of:

• the plane {z = 0} for the planes PωP

[r,s].

• the plane PωP

[r,s] for the lines LωL

(p,q).

According to the 2-D domain, the 3-D Fourier domain is always covered by the analytical 3-D discrete lines
if ωP ≥ max(|r|, |s|) and ωL ≥ max(|p|, |q|).

Now, we can use the Fourier domain for the computation of our discrete Radon transform. For this, Fourier
coefficients of f̂ are extracted along the proposed 3-D discrete analytical lines and ordered in a natural way and
we take the 1-D inverse discrete Fourier transform on each value of the direction.

The sampling of the extracted Fourier coefficients depends on the 3-D discrete analytical lines used to compute
the discrete Radon transform. As for the 2-D case, we consider that the 3-D discrete analytical lines are a good
approximation of the Euclidian lines for each line direction and we use a classical discrete Fourier transform
defined for equispaced coefficients.

For the Ridgelet transform, we must take a 1-D wavelet transform along the radial variable in Radon space.
In this article, we illustrate the 3-D Ridgelet transform with denoising applications. We thus propose to use an
undecimated wavelet transform.

6.3. Reconstruction of the 3-D discrete Radon transform

Our analytical reconstruction procedure works as follows:

1. Compute the 1-D Fourier transform for each set Rf (.,Θ, γ);

2. Substitute the sampled value of f̂ on the lattice where the points fall on 3-D discrete lines with the sampled
value of f̂ on the cubic lattice;

3. Apply the 3-D inverse Fourier transform.

The 3D DART followed by its inverse provides an exact reconstruction properties if the set of directions of
lines provides a complete cover of the cubic lattice. The 3-D Fourier domain is always covered by the analytical
3-D discrete lines for all the presented thickness (ω(p, q) ≥ max (|p| , |q|)). This transform is thus always perfectly
revertible.

6.4. Redundancy of the 3-D Discrete Analytical Ridgelet Transform

The redundancy factor of 3-D DART representation depends on the 3-D discrete analytical lines used to define
the Discrete Radon transform and the type of wavelet transform. As stated, the thickness parameters allow us to
control the redundancy factor of the transform and to adapt it to a given application. Table 1 shows the different
redundancy factor, computed by experimentation, in function of the discrete Radon transform strategies and the
object thicknesses.



Table 1. Discrete Radon transform redundancy table

Discrete objets thicknesses naive pythagorician supercover

3-D discrete planes and 2-D discrete lines 3.9 4.9 9.7

As for the two discrete Radon transform strategies, the voxels covering low frequencies in the Fourier domain
belong to more discrete lines than those covering the higher frequency. The redundancy is concentrated mainly
in low frequencies.

The 3-D DART can be easily extended to a local transform by the smooth partitioning windowed into cubes.
Each cube is analysed by the DART.

7. DENOISING APPLICATIONS

In order to obtain the videos denoising results presented in this paper, we propose to use the discrete Radon
transform defined with naive planes and 2-D discrete naive lines. This choice indeed corresponds to the faster
algorithm of our proposed methods. Moreover, it corresponds to the less redundant reconstructible decomposition
and will probably associated to inferior performance since the overcompletness provides advantages for denoising.

The first video is a sequence of 279 images of size (351 × 281) with their three-colour components (figure
6 (a)). It comes from the Video Quality Experts Group (V.Q.E.G.). A Gaussian noise is added to the three-
colour components of the video (σ = 70). The colour video is decomposed into three videos corresponding to
the three-colour components. We independently denoise every component with the associated 3-D local Discrete
Analytical Ridgelet Transform and we reconstruct the video with the inverse 3-D local-DART. The local denoising
processing is applied to blocks of size (71 × 71 × 71).

We have studied the colour video denoising with the DART in several classical colour spaces :

• Red, Green and Blue : the most used in colour image processing because of material dependance,

• Hue, Saturation and Value : colour representation with separated components more subjective,

• Y (luminance), Cb (blue chrominance) and Cr (red chrominance) : international standard dedicated image
digital coding,

• XYZ : correct some RGB defaults, the Y component is considered as the luminance of the incident spectra,

• Principle Components Analysis : projection of the voxel colour on the factoriel axis.

First studies have showed that RGB and YCbCr spaces are the good colour representation for video denoising
with the 3-D DART.

We can see in figure 6 that the quality of colours and linear forms perception are very encouraging for the
colour video denoising: colours in the video after the denoising are not debased. The rectilinear contours are
maintained and not destorted. Futhermore, we correctly restore zones containing small objects. The 3-D DART
allows to process the temporal evolution like contours.

Now, we propose to evaluate the robustness of our method with very noisy data. This second video is a
sequence of 279 images of size (279 × 279) with their three-colour components (figure 7 (a)). It comes from
the Video Quality Experts Group (V.Q.E.G.). A very important Gaussian noise (σ = 264) is added to the
three-colour components of the video.

With very noisy data, the denoising results (figure 7c) are correct with regard to the noisy video: colours and
contours of the differents animals are correctly restored. But with this level of noise, the calendar numbers are
difficutly visible.



8. CONCLUSION

So far, the development of the 2-D discrete Ridgelet transform has been investigated by two teams in previous
works. In this paper, we have reviewed an implementation of the 2-D/3-D Ridgelet transform. Our innovative
choice is to use the formalism of the discrete analytical geometry theory in the Fourier domain, in order to define
a new discrete Ridgelet transform: the Discrete Analytical Ridgelet Transform (DART).

The DART algorithm is easy to implement. It provides an exact reconstruction property: the DART followed
by a reverse DART is a one-to-one transform. Our experiments have shown that our approach presents a
limited wrap-around effect, that does not influence the denoising results. Moreover, by using the analytical
formalisation, we define a flexible Ridgelet transform: we can define different DART decompositions according
to the arithmetical thickness of the analytical discrete lines.

We have extended the Ridgelet Transform to 3-D by using the formalism of the discrete analytical geometry
theory. In this paper, we have illustrated one strategie to implement the 3-D Discrete Analytical Ridgelet
Transform: 3-D planes covered with 2-D line segments.

We have illustrated the performances of the DART for denoising problems with Gaussian noise. This study
indicates that the DART and the Local-DART thresholding are outstanding in the 2-D/3-D image denoising and
enable an effective denoising of a colour video, even with very noisy videos.

This work can be extended to several directions. One of the theoretical questions in discrete geometry is the
problem of defining an arithmetical thickness function that provides a smaller redundancy and a cover of the
Fourier domain. This is still an open and difficult arithmetical problem. One of the most important interests
of the discrete analytical approach is the possibility to easily extend our work to n-D (we are investigating the
application of a 4D DART to the denoising process of animated 3-D images). We propose to extract the Fourier
coefficients along a n-D discrete analytical line going through the origin. The principle of the n-D method is the
same as in the 3-D case with the same properties (exact reconstruction, rapidity, flexible definition). The choice
of colour basis for the denoising problematic remains an opened problem through.
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